
21.9 SkillBuilder: Communication and reflection
21.9.1 Tell me
An advertisement is designed to convince individuals or groups of people to take particular action. Most
advertising we see is aimed at encouraging us to buy particular products, but advertising can also be used to
encourage people to take action on a political issue.

A good advertisement:• is designed to attract attention• uses bold colours and simple images• provides key information in bold print• uses recognisable symbols and logos• provides reasons for action• makes use of simple, easy-to-read language.
An advertisement that aims to encourage participation in a democratic activity should include all these

features.

21.9.2 Show me
On 23 October 2018, over 150 000 unionists and their supporters rallied in Melbourne in support of the
ACTU ‘Change the Rules’ campaign. The campaign is aimed at improving pay and conditions for workers,
specifically:• a fair minimum wage• the protection of penalty rates• pay rises that reflect the cost of living• equal pay for equal work• better job security.

Several streets in the centre of the city were closed to traffic, and trams were diverted from Swanston St
as protesters marched from the Trades Hall in Lygon St, Carlton to Flinders St Station. The ACTU vowed to
continue to organise rallies and to make workers’ pay and conditions an issue in the 2019 federal election.

FIGURE 1 Unionists and supporters rallied to demand a change in
the rules for determining wages and conditions for workers.
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The below poster was used to encourage workers and others to join the ACTU’s ‘Change the rules’
campaign.

FIGURE 2 An advertisement to encourage people to support the
ACTU ’Change the Rules’ campaign

The advertisement has these features:• The mood is very sombre, with dark colours in the background and an atmosphere of unhappiness. The
mood of any advertisement can be serious and sombre, or very positive, depending on the nature of the
message.• The mother is attempting to comfort her child. Both are clearly very unhappy, and appear as victims.
The mood of people in a poster or advertisement is significant. Happiness or sadness can be used,
depending on the desired message.• The clear message is that this is part of a family suffering because of poverty, resulting from low
wages. It is important to use the image to relate to the campaign message.• The white text in the middle stands out and conveys a simple message.• The slogan ‘Change the rules’ reinforces the ACTU campaign message. Simple slogans can be very
powerful campaign tool.• The organisation behind the campaign, the trade union movement, is clearly identified at the bottom.

21.9.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activity to practise this skill.

21.9 ACTIVITY
Using the above model, design an advertisement to encourage more young people to enrol to vote before they
turn 18. Your advertisement should contain the features discussed above.
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